Salasovic, Robert J. Papers, 1956. .10 foot.
Airman. Correspondence (1956) from Robert J. Salasovic to his relatives regarding his experiences as an enlisted airman at the Naval Air Technical Training Center in Norman, Oklahoma. The collection also includes souvenirs from Salasovic’s stay in Oklahoma.

Items:
Original and typescript correspondence from Robert J. Salasovic to his relatives regarding his experiences as an enlisted sailor at the Naval Air Technical Training Center in Norman, Oklahoma. There are thirteen letters dated from September through November, 1956.

The collection also includes the following souvenir items from Salasovic’s stay in Oklahoma:

- one printed tourist booklet of color photographs of Oklahoma City
- one souvenir wooden Indian-style rattle
- one souvenir plastic kewpie doll in Indian costume
- one color folding postcard set from Norman, Oklahoma, featuring scenes of the University of Oklahoma (1956)

See the Western History Collections Photographic Archives for the Robert J. Salasovic Photograph Collection.